
ACTIVITY OUTLINE

Lesson: Food Waste

Starter -Picture prompt activity: ¿Qué pasa? Camels are eating food waste from out of the waste bins in the
UAE.

Video: Desperdicio de alimentos en el mundo with comprehension questions. A transcript of the video is
available as extra support.
 
Small group 'Desechos alimentarios' dominoes game- students match up the dominoes to establish some
key facts about food waste in Spain.

Text message challenge – students piece together a text conversation about how to reduce food waste

Cero despercicicio en casa  – 5 gestos simples. Picture prompt exploring other ways of reducing waste

Presentación en grupos.
 
Resources: 
Video link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRTpzmivp6M&t=20s and optional transcript of the video
Small group 'Desechos alimentarios' dominoes to be cut up and given out to groups.
Desechos alimentarios - text message challenge - to be cut up and placed in envelopes and pupils to work
collaboratively to piece together the text and work out the meaning of Amélie’s message to her mum.

CURRICULUM OUTCOMES

Skimming and scanning a Spanish text for key points / gist

Using a glossary / dictionary

Listening for key points 

Translation from Spanish  into English and English into Spanish

Higher level reading

MFL KS3
Free t ime,  cu l ture



MFL KS3
Free t ime,  cu l ture

GLOBAL LEARNING OUTCOMES

Lesson: Food Waste

Students know that the world produces enough food to feed everyone, but that many
are underfed

Students can explain how consumers’ decisions can have an impact on global issues

Students understand that reducing individual waste makes a difference and can
motivate others

Action

SMSC: Ability to be reflective about their own beliefs and perspective on life, investigating and offering
reasoned views about moral and ethical issues.
British Values: Mutual respect and tolerance of different beliefs, individual liberty.

#FeedBelliesNotBins

The Real Junk Food Project is an effort to bring about radical
change in our food system. 
Levels of global food waste are a disaster for our planet and the
people that live on it. They save perfectly edible food that would
otherwise not make it to your plate!
The project have a number of activities including, Kindness into
Schools.

Learn more here:
https://trjfp.com/activities/

https://trjfp.com/activities/

